RESTR.ICTED

The C-1 autopilot is an electromechanical
robot which automatically controls the airplane
in straight and level flight, or maneuvers the
airplane in response to the fingertip control of
the human pilot or bombardier.
Actually, the autopilot works in much the
same way as the human pilot in maintaining
straight and level flight, in making corrections
necessary to hold a given course and altitude,
and in applying the necessary pressure on the
controls to turns, banks, etc. The difference is
that the autopilot acts instantaneously and
with a precision that is not humanly possible.
The precision of even the most skillful human pilot is limited by his own reaction time,
i.e., the interval between his perception of a
certain condition and his action to correct or
control it. Reaction time itself is governed by
such human fallibilities as fatigue, inability to
detect errors the instant they occur, errors in
judgment and muscle coordination.
The autopilot, on the other hand, detects
flight deviations the instant they occur, and
just as instantaneously operates the controls to
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correct the deviation. Properly adjusted, the
autopilot will neither overcontrol nor undercontrol the airplane, but will keep it flying
straight and level with all 3 control surfaces
operating in fuil coordination.
How li Works
The C-1 autopilot consists of various separate
units electrically interconnected to operate as a
system. The operation of these units is explained in detail in AN-11-60AA-1. A general
over-all understanding of their functions and
relation to each other can be acquired by
studying the accompanying illustration.
Assume that the airplane in the illustration is
flying straight and level and that the autopilot
is at work.
Suddenly turbulent air turns the airplane
away from its established heading. The gyrooperated directional stabilizer (1) in the bombardier's compartment detects this deviation
and moves the directional panel (4) to one side
or the other, depending upon the direction of
the deviation.
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The directional panel contains 2 electrical
devices, the banking pot (5) and the rudder
pick-up pot (6), which send signals to the
aileron and rudder section of the amplifier (16)
whenever the directional panel is operated.
These signals are amplified and converted (by

means of magnetic switches or relays) into
electrical impulses which cause the aileron and
rudder Servo units (15 and 18) to operate the
ailerons and rudder of the airplane in the
proper direction and amount to turn the airplane back to its original heading.
Similarly, if the nose of the airplane drops,
the vertical flight gyro (10) detects the vertical

deviation and operates the elevator pick-up
pot (11) which sends an electrical signal to the
elevator section of the amplifier. The signal is
amplified and relayed in the form of electrical
impulses to the elevator Servo unit (19) which
in turn raises the elevators the proper amount
to bring the airplane to level flight.

If

one wing drops appreciably, the vertical

flight gyro operates the aileron pick-up pot
(12), the skid pot (13), and the up-elevator
pot (14). The signals caused by the operation
of these units are transmitted to their respective (aileron, rudder, and elevator) sections of
the amplifier. The resulting impulses to the
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aileron, rudder, and elevator Servo units cause
each of these units to operate its respective
control surface just enough to bank and turn
the airplane back to a level-fiight attitude.
When the human pilot wishes to make a turn,
he merely sets the turn control knob (9) at the
degree of bank and in the direction of turn
desired. This control sends signals, through the
aileron and rudder sections of the amplifier, to
the aileron and rudder Servo units which operate ailerons and rudder in the proper manner
to execute a perfectly coordinated (non-slipping, non-skidding) turn. As the airplane
banks, the vertical flight gyro operates the
aileron, skid, and up-elevator pots (12, 13, 14).
The resulting signals from the aileron and skid
pots cancel the signals to the aileron and rudder Servo units to streamline these controls
during the turn.
The signals from the up-elevator pot cause
the elevators to rise just enough to maintain
altitude. When the desired turn is completed,
the pilot turns the turn control back to zero

and the airplane levels ofi on its new course. A
switch in the turn control energizes the direc-

tional arm lock on the stabilizer, which prevents the stabilizer from interfering with the
turn by performing its normal direction-correcting function.
The autopilot control panel (8) provides the
pilot with fingertip controls by which he can
conveniently engage or disengage the system,
adjust the alertness or speed of its responses to
flight deviations, or trim the system for varying
load and flight confitions.
The pilot direction indicator, or PDI (7), is a
remote indicating device operated by the PDI
pot (2). When the autopilot is used, the PDI
indicates to the pilot when the system and airplane are properly trimmed. Once the autopilot
is engaged, with PDI centered, the autopilot
makes the corrections automatically.
The rotary inverter (17) is a motor-generator
unit which converts direct current from the airplane's battery into 105-cyc1e alternating current for operation of the autopilot.

II(IIT T(l (lPERATE THE G.I IUT(IPIt(lT

SelarreTa/tn//
1. Set all pointers on the control panel in the
up position.

2. Make sure that all switches on the control
panel are in the "OFF" position.
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RUD.

EtEV.

1. Turn on the master switch.

@ :'j* b

5. Engage the autopilot. Put out aileron telltale lights with the aileron centering knob, then
throw on the aileron engaging switch. Repeat
the operation for rudder, then for elevator.

2. Five minutes later, turn on PDI switch
(and Servo switch, if separate).
RUD.
EtEV.
3. Ten minutes after turning on the master
switch, trim the plane for level flight at cruising
speed by reference to flight instruments.

6. Make final autopilot trim corrections. If
to level wings
and center PDI.

necessary, use centering knobs

4. Have the bombardier disengage the autopilot clutch, center PDI and lock it in place by
depressing the directional control lock. The
PDI is held centered until the pilot has completed the engaging procedure. Then the autopilot clutch is re-engaged, and the directional
arm lock released.
Alternate Method: The pilot centers PDI by
turning the airplane in direction of the PDI
needle. Then resume straight and level flight.
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TRIM TABS WHITE
THE AUTOPITOT 15 ENGAGED
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FTIGHT IIIJU$TME]IT$ A]III (lPERATI(|lI
After the C-l autopilot is in operation, carefully analyze the action of the airplane to make
sure aII adj'ustments have been properly made
for smooth, accurate flight control.
When both tell-tale lights in any axis are
extinguished, it is an infication the autopilot is
ready for engaging in that axis.

Ratio is the amount of control surface moveme4t applied by the autopilot in correcting a
given deviation. It governs the speed of the airplane's response to corrective autopilot actions.
Proper ratio adjustment depends on airspeed.

Before engagin$, each centering knob is used

to adjust the autopilot control reference point
to the straight and level flight position of the
corresponding control surface. After engaging,
centering knobs are used to make small attitude adjustments.

If ratio is too high, the autopilot will

overcon-

trol the airplane and produce a ship hunt; if

Sensitivity is comparable to a human pilot's
reaction time. With sensitivity set high, the
autopilot responds quickly to apply a correction for even the slightest deviation. If sensitivity is set low, flight deviations must be relatively large before the autopilot will apply its
corrective action.

t'nataq

ratio is too Iow, the autopilot wiII undercontrol
anci flight corrections will be too slow. After
ratio adjustments have been made, centering
may require readjustment.
To adjust turn compensation, have bombardier fisengage autopilot clutch and move engaging knob to extreme right or extreme left.
Airplane should bank 18' as indicated by artificial horizon. If it does not, adjust aileron compensation (bank trimmer) to attain 18o bank.
Then, if turn is not coordinated, adjust rudder
compensation (skid trimmer) to center inclinometer ball. Do not use aileron or rudder
compensation knobs to adjust coordination of
turn control turns.

?'/4e

a/ /&ctn/t/nt

REMEMBER THE ROIE THAT THE AUTOPILOT

l. lf the conlrol cobles ore domoged

or

severed belween fhe pilot's compqrtmenl
qnd the Servo unils in the loil, the oufopilot con bridge the gop. There hove been
mony inslonces where the outopilot hqs
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been used thus to

EMERGENCIES

fly on oirplone

with

domoged conlrols.

2. lf

the outopilot hos been sei up for level
flight, it con be used to hold rhe oirplone
stroight ond level while qbqndoning ship.
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The tum control transfer has no efiect unless
the installation includes a remote turn control.
The dashpot on the stabilizer regulates the
amount of rudder kick applied by the autopilot
to correct rapid deviations in the turn axis. If a
rudder hunt develops which cannot be eliminated by adjustment of rudder ratio or sensitivity, the dashpot may require adjustment.

The turn control is used by the pilot to turn
the airplane while flying under automatic control. To adjust turn control, first make sure
turn compensation adjustments have been
properly made, then set turn control pointer at
beginning of trip-lined area on dial, Airplane

This is accomplished by loosening the locknut
on the dashpot, turning the knurled ring up or
down until hunting ceases, then tightening the
locknut.

should bank 30o, as indicated by artificial hori-

zon. If ii doesn't, remove cap from aileron
trimmer and adjust trimmer until a 30o bank is
attained. Then, if turn is not coordinated (inclinometer ball not centered), adjust rudder
trimmer to center ball. Make final adjustments
with both trimmers and replace caps. Set turn
control at zero to resume straight and level
flight; then re-center.

Never operote the
Turn Control
withoul first moking
sure the PDI
is centered
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Cold Weather Operation-When temperatures are between -12o and OoC (10' and
32'F) autopilot units must be run for 30 minutes before engaging. If accurate flight control
is desired immediately after takeofi, perform
the autopilot warm-up before takeoff by turning on the master switeh during the engine
run-up-but make sure autopilot is ofi during
takeofi. If warm-up is performed during flight,
allow 30 minutes after turning on master
switch before engaging. When temperatures
are below -LzoC (10'F) units must be preheated for one hour before takeofi. Use special
heating covers or blankets with heating tubes.
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1. Check with bombardier for proper position of PDI needle for a left turn, right turn,
and neutral or "0" position.
2. When bombardier's PDI is left, pilot's
PDI is right, and vice versa.
a

a

a

a

a

a

Normally bombing will be done while using
the autopilot. However, if the autopilot is not
functioning the pilot may use the PDI.
1. To center the PDI needle, turn the airplane in the direction of the needle.
2. At the beginning of the bombing run, the
pilot usually can expect maximum PDI corrections. Avoid tendency to overcorrect by refraining from leading the needle.
3. No matter how slight the deviation of the
PDI needle from "0," the needle must be returned to "0" immediately.
4. Set turns must be coordinated aileron and
rudder turns, in order to make the desired degree of turn more rapidly and to avoid any
excessive sliding of the bombsight lateral bubble and induced precession of the gyro.
5. To avoid tumbling of the bombsight gyro,
banks must never exceed 18o.
6. Keep PDI on "0" until bombardier calls
ttBombs away.t'
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THE F(lRMATI(l]I $TIGI(
TRANSFER CONIROI. BUITON

{

{

The formation stick is a miniature control stick,
working through the autopilot, that enables you

and your copilot to maneuver your airplane
quickly and with a minimum of efiort. You use
the formation stick as you would the control
stick of a primary trainer-forward and back
for descents and climbs, sideways for banks.
Sideways movement of the stick controls both
ailerons and rudders in coordination, eliminating the need for separate rudder control. Movement of the stick electrically actuates the servo
units of the autopilot, which in turn move the
control surfaces. .
I68
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MEcHANTsM

There are two sticks; one on the pilot's left,
the other on the copilot's right. Only one stick
is engaged at a time; transfer switches shift
control of the airplane from the pilot's stick to
the copilot's, and vice versa. Push-to-talk trigger switches on both formation sticks control
the radio microphones.
There is a four-position function selector that
determines to what extent the formation stick
will control the airplane. These positions are:
1. "OFF"-In this position the autopilot operates normally and flys the airplane, the stick
having no control.
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BOOST," or "ON ELEV. ONLY," depending
upon the type of operation desired.
To Trqnsfer Conlrol

To transfer control from pilot stick to copilot
stick, push the button on top of the copilot stick.
To regain control, the pilot pushes his button.
If both buttons are pressed at the same time, the
pilot gets control. When the formation stick is
first engaged, the pilot has control automatically.

2. "ON SERVO BOOST"-The stick is in
direct control of the autopilot servos and you
must use it as if it were mechanically linked to
the surface controls. Use this position when you
want quick maneuvering, as in a wing position

of a tight formation.
3. "ON ELEV. ONLY"-The stick provides
only vertical control of the airplane, the autopilot controlling ailerons and rudder. The
bombardier makes turns with the bombsight
autopilot attachment, or the pilot can use the
autopilot turn control. Use this position when
the bombardier has control of the airplane.
4. "ON"-The autopilot is flying the airplane,
with the stick working like the autopilot turn
control, except that it provides vertical as well
as bank control. Use this position when leading
a formation, in a wing position of a loose formation, or in other situations where little maneuvering is required.
How to Use

L. Before takeofi, check both autopilot
master switch and the {ormation stick function
selector in the "OFF" position.
2. In flight, when ready to use the formation
stick, set up the autopilot in the normal manner.

3. Engage the formation stick by turning
function selector to "ON," "ON SERVO
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To Disengoge Stick

An autopilot release switch on the wheel

of

each regular control column permits either
pilot or copilot to return the airplane to manual
control. Momentary pressure on either switch
immediately disengages all three autopilot
servos.

To re-engage the formation stic]< after the
turn off all autopilot switches, retrim the airplane, and then
engage autopilot and formation stick in the
normal manner.
However, if the release switch is pressed
accidentally and the formation stick has not
been moved while the autopilot is disengaged,
you can re-engage the forrnation stick by snapping the autopilot switch off and then right on
again, turning the other autopilot switches on
without the usual adjustments. Do not use this
release switch has been used,

method unless you are sure the formation stick
has not been moved while the autopilot was ofi.
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SUGGESTED ETIGAGIIIG PROCEDURE FOR LEAD ATRPLAIIE
1. After take-off, check that the function
10. Put out aileron tell-tale lights by adjustselector is in the "OFF" position.
ing aileron centering knob.
2. Turn the tell-tale light shutter switch on.
11. Snap aileron switch on.
3. Center the turn control knob.
12. Check gyro horizon and readjust aileron
4. Place the turn control transfer knob to
centering to level wings.
"Pilot" position.
13. Put out rudder tell-tale lights with rud5. Turn on C-1 master switch.
der centering knob.
6. Manually trim airplane for desired flight
14. Snap rudder switch on.
attitude.
15. Have Bombardier re-engage autopilot
7. Set all C-1 control knobs to "pointers up"
clutch and release directional arm lock.
position.
16. Readjust rudder centering knob to center
Note: All controls must be previously adPDI if necessary.
justed in flight by competent personnel for best
17. Put out elevator telltale lights with eleperformance under expected conditions and
vator centering knob.
this adjustment indexed by fixing the pointers
18. Snap elevator switch on.
in the "IJp" position.
19. Readjust elevator centering if necessary.
8. Turn on PDI and servo switch 10 minutes
20. Turn function selector to "ON" position.
after turning on master switch.
The formation sticks may now be used to make
9. Have Bombardier disengage autopilot
coordinated turns up to approximately 25" of
clutch arm to center PDI; and press down on
bank and also to control the elevator.
directional arm lock to keep PDI centered.
SUGGESTED EilGAGII{G PROGEDURE FOR WING AIRPIAI{ES
this adjustment indexed by fixing the pointers
1. After take-ofi, turn the function selector
in the "llp" position.
to the "ON SERVO BOOST" position.
10. Turn on PDI and servo switch, not less
2. Turn the tell-tale light shutter switch on.
than one minute after the master switch was
3. Center turn control knob.
engaged. Note: If Function Selector is left in
4. Place turn control transfer knob in "Pilot"
position.
the "ON SERVO BOOST" position, it is not
necessary to wait ten minutes for the gyros to
5. Have bombardier disengage autopilot
erect.
clutch, move clutch arm to center PDI, and
11. Put out aileron tell-tale lights by adjustpress down on Directional Arm Lock to keep
ing aileron centering knob.
the PDI centered.
12. Snap on aileron switch.
6. Turn on C-1 master switch. (This will lock
13. Use formation stick to maintain aileron
the directional arm.)
control as soon as aileron switch is snapped on.
7. Have bombardier re-engage autopilot
14. Put out rudder tell-tale lights by adjustclutch and remove hand frorn directional arm
ing
rudder centering knob.
lock.
15.
Snap on rudder switch.
8. Manually trim airplane for desired flight
16. Use formation stick for both aileron and
attitude.
rudder control after rudder switch is snapped
9. Set all C-1 control knobs to "Pointers IJp"
position.

on.

Note: All controls must be previously adjusted in flight by competent personnel for best
'conditions
performance under expected
and

17. Put out elevator tell-tale lights by adjusting elevator centering knob.
18. Snap on elevator switch. The formation
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stick can now be used to control the flight of
the airplane in all axis.
The function selector knob may be turned to
any one of the four positions: "ON SERVO
BOOST," "OFF," "ON," or "ELEV, ONLY"
to give the desired control.
"ON SERVO BOOST" Posilion
This selector setting is to be used when flying a
wing position in a tight formation or whenever
quick maneuvering is desired.
To maneuver the airplane, move the stick in
the same manner as a manual eontrol stick
would be moved.
The three centering knobs may be used to
trim the airplane for the desired attitude with
the stick in the normal center position.
Do not adjust the turn control trimmers
during "ON SERVO BOOST" operation.
Aileron and rudder ratio may be adjusted to
coordinate the controls for going into a bank
or coming out of one but will have no efiect
while the controls are streamlined in the bank.
Therefore, some slipping will be noticed in steep
continupus banks.
Do not attempt to adjust the dashpot during
"ON SERVO BOOST" operation since the
dashpot has no effect on the operation of the
autopilot with the directional arm lock engaged.
"OFF" Position
Whenever it is desired to fly an autopilot without using the sticks, turn the selector to "OFF."
"ON" Posifion
Use this selector position when leading a formation, in a wing position of a loose formation, or
when very little maneuvering is desired, such
as for course corrections on cross-country
fli$hts. In the "ON" position the stick is handled
in the following manner:
1. For straight and level flights, leave the
stick in center, and the autopilot will automatically maintain straight and level flight.
2. To climb or glide, move the stick backward or forward a distance suffi.cient to produce
the desired change in attitude, and hold it there
until ready to return to level flight. Release the
stick or return it to center to return the airplane to level flight.
RESTRICTED

3. For a turn, move the stick from center irt

the desired direction a distance sufficient to
produce the desired bank and turn. Maximum

bank obtainable is approximately 25 degrees.
Hold the stick in that position until the turn is
complete. Return the stick to center to come
out of the turn.
Streamlining of controls and application of
up-elevator in the turn are automatically accomplished by the vertical flight gyro of the
autopilot. More or less elevator may be applied
by moving the stick forward or backward. Coordination of turns may be adjusted with the
turn control trimmers.
Sensitivity and ratio adjustments may be
made for flight conditions. If there is a tendency
of the airplane to hunt in the turn axis, the
dashpot may require adjusting.
Centering adjustments of the aileron, rudder,
and elevator centering knobs may be used to
adjust the attitude of the airplane. Make adjustments only with the stick centered.
"ON E[EV. ON[Y" Position
Use this position when the bombardier has
control. Hold the stick back to climb, in a forward position to dive. The rate of climb or dive
will be governed by the distance the stick
moved from center. Movement of the stick to
right or left will have no effect. Turns may be
made by the directional panel (bombardier) or
the autopilot turn control.
Chonging Function Seleclor Position
Always hold the airplane level while changing the selector from one position to another.
Make sure that the PDI is on zero before
changing from any position to "ON SERVO
BOOST." This is necessary to insure that the
erecting cut-out switch in the directional panel
is not closed when the directional arm is locked.
The autopilot master switch must have been
on for at least 10 minutes before the function
selector is moved from the "ON SERVO
BOOST" position in order to give the autopilot
gyros time to erect. If bafrks have exceeded 40
degrees the autopilot gyros may have tumbled
and the function selector should not be moved
from "ON SERVO BOOST" position for at
least l-0 minutes after the last steep bank.

l7l
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TrPS Olr USllrG FORmArlOil SIICK
1. Make sure PDI is on zero before turning
function selector to "ON SERVO BOOST"
position. Otherwise an abrupt turn may result.
2. Remember that with the selector in "ON
SERVO BOOST" position the autopilot has no
control. Use the formation stick as if it were a
manual control.
3. Don't use the autopilot turn control when
the selector is in "ON SERVO BOOST" position.
4. Don't exceed 40" banks; the autopilot gyro
may tumble. A tumbled gyro will not afiect the
flying characteristics while the selector is in
"ON SERVO BOOST" position. Ifowever,
when the function selector is moved to any
other position a sudden maneuver results. If
you do exceed a 40" bank fly the airplane
straight and level for about 10 minutes to allow

the gyro to right itself before turning the function selector from "ON SERVO BOOST" position.
5. Don't use the formation stick as a handhold or hat-rack. You can break it.
6. Don't use the formation stick for landing
unless your manual controls fail. The stick
doesn't provide separate aileron and rudder
control, and provides less movement of control
surfaces than manual operation.
7. Since the formation stick works through
the autopilot, remember to observe the same
precautions when using it as you do when using
the autopilot alone.
8. Don't expect the formation stick to work
properly unless the autopilot is functioning as
it should. Use the autopilot ground checklist
prior to flight.

PIfOT'S GROUlID CHECKLTSf

FOR

FORMATIOlI STICK
1. Complete the autopilot ground check, with
the exception of the last step, leaving the auto-

pilot engaged.
2. Set the formation stick function selector
at "ON.t'
3. Move pilot's stick to the extreme right.
The control wheel should turn clockwise, and
the right rudder pedal should move forward.
Make same check to the left.

With the stick held ofi center, have the directional arm lock on the directional stabilizer
checked, to make sure that the arrn is held
securely. Then release the stick and see that it
returns to center automatically, returning control wheel and rudder pedals to center as it
moves.

With the formation stick in center, make sure
the directional arrn lock is released.
4. Move the forrnation stick forward, .then
back. The control column should follow the
stick movement, and when stick is released
both stick and control column should return to
center automatically.
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5. Press transfer button on top of copilot's
stick, to give this stick control. Then repeat the
above check. Transfer control back to pilot's
stick.
6. Move the function selector to "ON SERVO
BOOST." Then move the stick to each side and
forward and back, making sure that all controls rnove in the proper directions. The control response should be the same as with the
function selector at "ON," except that the
aileron and rudder controls may not move as
far.
7. Move function selector to "ON ELEV.
BOOST." Then move pilot's stick backward
and forward to check operation of elevator control. The control column should move only
about one-third as far as it does with the function selector in the "ON" position. Movement of
the stick sideways should not afiect the ailerons
or rudders.
8. Press the transfer button on the copilot's
stick and move the stick to make sure that this
stick now has control.
RESTRICTED
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9. Press the autopilot release switch on the
copilot's control wheel and check operations of
controls to make sure they operate freely and
autopilot is disengaged.
10. Snap the autopilot master switch "OFF,"
then immediately back "ON," and re-engage
the remaining autopilot switches.
11. Move pilot's stick to make sure it has
regained control.
12. Press autopilot's release switch on pilot's

control wheel and check operation of controls
to make sure they operate freely and autopilot
is disengaged.
13. Check operation of pilot's and copilot's
microphone switches. To check, turn radio control switch to "INTER-COM" position. Then
squeeze trigger on each formation stick, while
using microphone and listening on headset.
1,4. Move function selector to "OFF," and
turn ofi autopilot master switch.

PILOT'S GROU]ID CH ECK]TST FOR
THE C.I AUTOPTTOT
1. Center turn control.
2. Turn on C-l master switch bar.
3. Set control transfer, knob at "PILOT."
4. Set tell-tale shutter switch "ON."
5. Set all adjustment knobs to pointers-up
position, making sure pointers are not loose.
6. Tell bombardier to center PDI.
7. Turn on Servo PDI switch.
8. Operate controls through extreme range
several times, observing that tell-tale lights
flicker and go out as streamline position is
reached from either direction.
9. Turn on aileron, rudder, and elevator
switches.

10.

Turn aileron centering knob clockwise,
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then counter-clockwise, observing that wheel
turns to the right and then to the left.
11. Repeat Item 10 for rudder and elevator,
observing action.
12. Have bombardier move directional arm
for full right turn, then to left, observing to
see if aileron and rudder move in proper direc-

tion.
13. Have bombardier center PDI and engige
secondary clutch.
14. Rotate turn control knob for right and
Ieft turns, observing aileron and rudder controls for proper movement.
15. If all checks are satisfactory, turn the
C-1 master switch bar "OFF."
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THE GYR(l FtUX GTTE G(lMPA$S
The gyro flux gate compass' remotely located
in the wing or tail of the airplane, converts the
earth's magnetic forces into electrical impulses
to produce precise directional readings that can
be duplicated on instruments at all desired
points in the airplan'e.
Unlike the magnetic needle, it will not go ofi
its reading in a dive, overshoot in a turn, hang
in rough weather, or. go haywire in polar
regions.
Development of rhe Flux Gqte

The gyro flux gate compass was developed to
compass for longrange navigation. The presence of so many

fill the need for an accurate

magnetic materials (armor, electrical circuits,
etc.) in the navigator's compartment made it
almost impossible to find a desirable location
for' the direct-reading -magnetic compass.
To eliminate this difficulty, it became neces:
sary to place the magnetic element of the navigator's compass outside the compartment, i.e.,
to use a remote indicating compass. The unit
which is remotely located is called the transmitter. The unit used by the navigator is the
master indicator. For the benefit of the pilot
and such other crew members as may have
needs for compass readings, auxiliary instruments called repeater indicators may be installed in other parts of the airplane.
Unirs of the Flux Gole Composs

The gyro flux gate compass consists of 3
units which are analogous to the brain, heart,
and muscles of the human body. The transmitter, located in the wing or tail of the airplane, is the brain of the instrument. The amplifier is the source of power for the compass
and corresponds to the human heart. The master indicator does the work of turning a pointer
and performs a function similar to that of the
muscles in the human body.

1. The Brain.-Inside the remotely placed
transmitter there is a magnetic sensitive element called the flux gate which picks up the
174

direction signal by induction and transmits it
to the master indicator. This element consists
of 3 small coils, arranged in a triangle and held
on a horizontal plane by a gyro. Each coil has a
special soft iron core, and consists of a primary
(or excitation) winding, and a secondary winding from which the signal is obtained.
Because each leg of the flux gate is at a different angle to the earth's magnetic field, and
the induced voltage is relative to the angle,
each leg produces a difierent voltage. When
the angular relationship between the flux gate
and the earth's magnetic field is changed, there
is a relative change in the voltages in the 3 legs
o{ the secondary. These voltages are the motivating force for the gyro flux gate eompass master indicator which provides indications of the
exact position of the flux gate in relation to the
earth's magnetic field.
Each coil is a direction sensitive element; but
one alone would provide an ambiguous reading
because it could tell north from east, for instance, but not north from south. Therefore, it
RESTRICTED
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mechanical power to drive the pointer on the
main instrument dial. The pointer is driven

through a cam mechanism which automatically
corrects the reading for compass deviation so
that a corrected indication is obtained on all
headings. The shaft of the pointer is geared to
another small transmitting unit in the master
indicator which will operate as many as six
repeat indicators at other locations.
The ampiifier, master indicators and repeatr'rs all are unafiected by local magnetic disturbances.
How to Operote the Composs

rs necessary to employ 3 coils and eombine
their output to give the direction signal.
2. The Heart.-The amplifier furnishes the
various excitation voltages at the proper frequency to the transmitter and master indicator.
It amplifies the autosyn signal which controls
the master indicator and serves as a junction

box for the whole compass system.
Power for the amplifier comes from the airplane's inverter and is converted to usable
forms for other units. The input of the amplifier is 400-cycle alternating current and various
voltages may be used depending upon the
source available.
3. The Muscle.-The master indicator is the
muscle of the system because it furnishes the
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1. Leave the toggle switch on the flux gate
amplifier "ON" at all times so that the compass
will start as soon as the airplane's inverter is
turned on.
2. Leave the caging switch in the "UNCAGE" position at all times except when running through the caging cycle.
3. About 5 minutes after starting engines,
throw caging switch to "CAGE" position.
Leave it there about 30 seconds and then
throw to "UNCAGE" again.
4. With the new push button-type caging
switch, depress it for a few seconds until a red
signal light goes on. Then release the switch
and the caging cycle is automatically completed, at which time the red light goes out.
5. Set in the local variation on the master indicator if you wish the pointer to read true
heading.

6. If at any time during flight the compass
indications lead you to suspect that the gyro is
off vertical, run through the caging cycle when
the airplane is in normal flight attitude, especially when leveling ofi after climb.
Note: For further details concerning functions, operation and flight instructions, see
Technical Order No. 05-15-27.
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RAIII(l

EQUlPltlEllI
Commqnd Receiver Equipment
The receiver equipment consists of 3 individual
6-tube superheterodyne receivers BC 453-4,
BC 454-4, and BC 455-A, which cover the fol-

lowing frequency bands: (1) 3 to 6 Mc (30006000 Kc); (2) 190 to 550 Kc; (3) 6 to 9.1 Mc
(6000-9100 Kc).

Command receivers are generally operated
by the pilot for airplane-to-ground communication. The receiver control head unit BC 450-4
is located within easy reach of both the pilot
and copilot. In the upper left hand corner of
this control head unit there iS a channel selector switch with positions "A" and "B." When
this switch is in position "A," the person can
hear the output of the receiver in any of the
interphone boxes or in any Tel A jack, but if
the channel selector switch is in position "B"
the output from that receiver can only be heard
by plugging the earphones into the Tel B jack
on the bottom of control head unit or on the
Tel B jack in receivers themselves.
Considerable care should be taken in the
antenna alignment of each individual receiver,
and the antenna alignment control on the
lower left hand corner of the receiver itself
should be adjusted for maximumsignalstrength
at the high-frequency end of the dial.

not require changing of coils. All equipment is
remotely controlled from the flight deck.
The 2 transmitters are the BC 457-A with a
range of from 3 to 5.3 Mc (3000-5300 Kc), and
the BC 458-A with a range of from 5.3 to 7 Mc.
The modulator unit BC 456-A and dlmamotor
DM-33A supply the high-voltage DC and modulating power to either transmitter. The antenna relay unit BC 442-A is used for switching
a single antenna between the receivers and
transmitters.
The peak power output of either transmitter
under optimum antenna loading conditions exceeds 40 watts for 28-volt input to the equip;
ment (although this condition is not likely to
be obtained in the airplane).
The transmitter is not crystal controlled, but
is a master oscillator type exciting a pair of
beam tetrode power amplifier tubes in parallel.
There are 3 controls on the front of the transmitter: 1. The frequency knob in the lower
right corner marked "Frequency." When properly calibrated the frequency can be set within
3/o of. the indicated dial frequency; 2.-The tuning inductance located in the upper right section marked "Ant. Inductance": 3. The antenna
coupling control located in the middle left side
marked "Ant. Coupling."
Importanfi Transmitters must be tuned up
with the emission switch of the radio control
box 451-4 in the '(CWr" position, and must not
be readjusted in any way after switching to
"VOICE" or "TONE."

'-@.='N

Commqnd Trqnsmiller Equipment
Command transmitter equipment consists of 2
transmitters of set frequency ranges and does
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liqison Receiver
The liaison receiver consists

of an 8-tube
superheterodyne communications receiver BC
348-C or BC348-H. The BC348-H has 7 frequency bands covering frequengies from 200
to 500 Kc and from 1.5 to 18 Mc. Be familiar
with the following controls on the receiver:
1. The antenna alignment knob should always be tuned for maximum background noise
in the headset.
2. The crystal switch on the "IN" position
cuts out interference and increases selectivity
but decreases the sensitivity of the signal.
3. The CW oscillator switch is turned to
"ON" position for code signals and to "OFF"
position for voice reception.
4. MVC means that the receiver is in manual
volume control and that the signal will fade in
and out; whereas AVC means that the receiver
is in automatic volume control and that the
signal will not fade. MVC is used generally
for code and AVC for voice.
5. The beat frequency knob can be used on
CW reception as a trimmer and tone-variation
control. It has little efiect on voice reception.
Most pilots are familiar with frequency in
terms of kilocycles but much of the aircraft
equipment is calibrated in terms of megacycles.
To change Mc to Kc, add three zeros to the
megacycle reading (3 Mc equals 3000 Kc).
The liaison receiver is the radio operator's
receiver used by him in conjunction with the
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ANTENNA
ALIGNMENT
CONTROL

RECEIVER

liaison transmitter to carry on communication
from the airplane. The receiver calr be used to
calibrate the liaison transmitter in flight when
flight conditions prevent the use of the frequency meter.

liqison Trqnsmilter
The liaison transmitter equipment consists of
one medium-range transmitter, a dynamotor,
antenna, antenna variometer, and 7 tuning units
which lock into the bottom of the transmitter.
A11 of the equipment is under the control of the
radio operator, though the pilot and copilot
can operate the transmitter remotely through
their interphone switch boxes.
The transmitter is a master oscillator, power
amplifier type with a class B modulator. Since
it is not crystal-controlled, its frequency must
be carefully calibrated against some stable frequency measuring device such as the frequency
meter.

FR.EQUENCY METER
The frequency meters commonly used in large
bombers provide a means of accurately calibrating a transmitter or receiver on any given
frequency between 125 Kc and 20,000 Kc.

Most calibration charts on the front of aircraft transmitters cannot be relied upon to be
accurate because of vibration and many other
factors, and if the radio operator uses these
eharts as his only means of setting the fre177
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The pilot and copilot control the VHF equipment by means of the radio control box on the
right side of the pedestal. The set operates on

any one of 4 pre-set crystal controlled freMc. Linenormally necessary

quency channels between 100 and

1"56

of-sight communication is
for satisfactory operation. Assuming communication is taking place between an airplane and
a ground station ov6r level country, approximate ranges are:
1000 feet.
5000 feet.
10,000 feet. . .
20,000 feet...

.
.

.
'

30 miles
80 rniles
l-20 miles

......180

miles

Rqdio Control Box

FREQUENCY METER SET 5CR-2II-D

quency of the transmitters, often he will be
from 1 to 50 Kc ofi of his desired frequency.
The frequency meter is a crystal-controlled
precision instrument which can be relied upon
to be accurate within r/z of L Kc over its entire
frequency range; therefore the radio operator
should use the frequency meter with practically
every transmitter tuning. It is a 3-tube receivertransmitter combination which is capable of
receiving a radio signal on a given frequency
and at the same time transmitting a signal on
that frequency.
The circuit employed in the frequency meter
consists of a self-excited heterodyne oscillator
and a crystal oscillator. The broad frequency
range is obtained by varying the self-excited
oscillator, and the frequency accuracy is obtained by beating the self-excited oscillator
against the highly accurate crystal oscillator.
Its power source consists of self-contained A
and B batteries.

The radio control box provides the only complete remote control of communication functions. Five red buttons are the means by which
any one of the 4 channels is selected and the
power turned off. Pressing the "OFF" button
turns ofi the dynamotor. The buttons are interbonnected so that not more than one channel
can be selected at a time. A light opposite each
button indicates which channel you are using.
The "T-R-REM" switch (transmit-receive-re((REM" position, permote) is normally in the
mitting press-to-talk operation with the microphone switch on the control wheel, which when
depressed switches the equipment from receive

VHF EQUIPMENT
The SCR 522 VHF (very high frequency)
transmitter-receiver provides 2-way communication between aircraft and ground stations.
Provision is made for voice communication and
continuous audio tone modulation.
178
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to transmit. In the "T" position the transmitter
is in continuous operation. In the "R" position
the receiver is in continuous operation.
The lever tab directly above the "T-R-REM"
switch, when lovrered, blocks the switch from
"REM'' position and spring-loads the switch
lever so that unless it is held in the "T" position
it will return to "R."
The small lever tab opposite the "OFF" button is a dimmer mask to reduce the lamp glare.
The lamp opposite the "T-R-REM" switch is on
when receiving and ofi when transmitting.
Trq

nsmiller-Receiver Assembly

The transmitter and receiver units are in a
single case. The transmitter employs a crystalcontrolled oscillator circuit and operates in the
frequency range of 100-156 Mc on any of the 4
pre-set channels, A, B, C, or D. Average output
power of the transmitter is 8 to 9 watts, using a
total power input of 11.5 amps at 28 volts.
The receiver is a sensitive superheterodyne

unit employing a heterodyne oscillator whose
frequency is controlled by any one of 4 quartz
crystals. Thus the 4 crystal-controlled channel
frequencies are available for instantaneous selection at the remote control position. For reception the total input current is 11.1 amps at
28 volts.
Dyncmotor Unif

The dynamotor operates on the 28-volt power
circuit and supplies 3 regulated voltage sources
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(300-volt \DC, 150-volt DC, and 13-volt DC)
required for operation of the VHF assembly.
Operotion

The "T" and "R" positions of the control box
permit transmission and reception without the
use of the press-to-talk button. However, some
aircraft are modifi.ed to eliminate the "T" and
"R" positions, or have the control safetied in the
('REM" position. It is advisable to use the
{'REM" position at all times
To operate: See that the switch is in the
"REM" position (if not safetied there).
Select a channel by pressing button A, B, C,
or D.
To receive: Under these conditions the receiver is normally in continuous operation.
To transmit, depress the press-to-talk button
and talk into the mecrophone.
To receive again, release the press-to-talk
button.

((OFF"
To shut ofi the equipment, press the
button.
Precoulions During Operofion

Avoid prolonged use of the radio on the ground
to conserve the batteries and avoid overheating
the dynamotor.
If the transmitter and receiver fail to operate
when a channel button is pressed, press another channel button, then again press the button for the desired channel. Transmission and
reception should then be possible.
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lOCATIO]I OF RADIO EQUIPMENI
Lioison lronsmiller

On flighl deck under the rqdio operolor's loble

linison receiver

On flight deck on top of rodio operolor's toble

lioison dynomolor

Undbr flighf deck on right side (somelimes on

lioison iunction box

Qn flight deck behind lronsmilfer

lioison monilor normol switch

To right of liqison receiver

Inlerphone omplifier

Behind copilol's seol

Inlerphone lunclion boxes

l3

Inferphone dynomolor

On righl side of lioison lronsmiller

Commqnd lronsmillers

Right forword side of hqlf deck

Commond receiver remole conlrol heqd

Roof of flight deck belween pilot ond copilot

Commond receivers

floor of flight deck)

.

Cenler forword seclion of holf deck

.

Commond modulqlor power unil

Righf side of holf deck

Commond onlenno reloy

Above lhe commond lronsmilfers

VllF lronsmilfer-receiver ond dynomolor

.

Right side of holf deck

VHF remote control unil

Right side of conlrol pedeslol

Composs receiver

Righf side of holf deck, focing cenler of ship

Composs conlrol heod (novigolor's)

In nose of ship obove lhe novigolor's loble

Composs conlrol heod (pilot's)

On flight deck qbove the pilot's heod

Composs ponel

On qfl side of composs receiver

Composs loop onlenno

r80

posifions throughout the ship

.

Top side of fuseloge neor bulkheqd No. 6

Composs whip (sense) onlenno

Top side of fuseloge forwqrd of loop onlenno

Msrker beqcon receiver

ln bomb boy on left side of bulkheod No. 5

Morker beocon onlenno

Under cofwolk on bolfom cenler of ship
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INTERPHONE EGIUIPMENT
The interphone amplifier consists of a single
dual-purpose tube amplifier powerful enough
to allow adequate communication between all
members of the airplane crew.

FILTER,

SWITCH BOX AND INTERPHONE CONIROL

The individual 13 interphone station boxes
are located in these positions in late B-24's:
1. TaiI gun position.
2. Camera hole position.
3. Side gun position (right side).
4. Side gun position (left side).
5. Bottom turret gun position.
6. Bomb bay.
7. Top gun position.
8. Radio operator's position.
9. Pilot's position.
1-0. Copilot's position.
11. Navigator's position.
12. Bombardier's position.
13. Nose gunner's position.
Steps for operating the interphone system:
1. The interphone system turns on when the
main line and battery switches are turned on.
2. Plug your earphones in the phone jack at
bottom of station box or in its extension cord.

3. Turn the selector switch A to "COMP"
and you hear the compass receiver if it is on.
4. Turn the selector switch A to the "LIAISON" position and you hear the radio operator's liaison receiver if it is on. Press the microphone and you transmit over the liaison trans-
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mitter. (Only the pilot, copilot, radio operator's
and navigator's interphone boxes will operate
the liaison transmitter.)
5. Turn the selector switch A to the "COMMAND" position and you hear the command
receiver. Press the microphone button and you
transmit over the command transmitter (from
any position).
6. Turn the selector switch A to "INTER"
and press the microphone button and you talk
to any person in the ship who has his box on
"INTER" position.
7. Turn the selector switch A to "CALL"
position and manually hold it there while you
call any interphone position in the ship. The
person talking on "CALL" position will be
heard throughout the ship no matter what position the other interphone boxes are turned to.
Filter System
Pilot and copilot are provided with the FL-8A
filter and switch box assembly. The filter is
used for separating the voice (weather reports,
etc.) from the beacon signal. Switching selector
B to "RANGE" permits the reception of the
beacon signal only. "VOICE" position permits
reception of spoken messages only and "BOTH"
permits beacon signal and spoken messages to
be heard simultaneously.
Trouble Shooling Steps for the
B-24 Rodio Equipment:

1. Check

all the

switches

to

see that the

equipment is properly turned on.
2. Check all fuses in defective circuit.

3. Note whether there is input to the equipment by cheeking to see that the tubes in the
equipment are lighted.
4. Tap radio tubes (in a defective circuit)
and push them firmly in their sockets.
5. Remove the cover cap over each cable
plug which connects into the defctive circuit
and check soldering connection on each wire.
6. Check the bonding from the defective
equipment to the body of the ship.

t8t
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tOCATIOlI OF RADIO

FUgES

tlAlSON TRANSMITTER FUSE-Pu|l out sliding coil in liqison trqnsmitler.

Fuse is in cenler section obove where sliding coil unit goes in.

Vqlue is .5A 1000V. (Two spqres qre locqled on rqck qt bqse
of coil unit.)

tlAlSON

lwo Posls on the middle sides of receiver ond pull the receiver from its cqse. Fuse is in bottom
center of receiver. Vqlue is l5A.

RECEIVER FUSE-Unscrew

uAlSON DYNAMOTOR FUSE-Releqse 4 locks on dynomoior fop cosing ond
pull cosing upword from dynomotor. Fuses qre lA IOOOV'
6OA-250V, ond 30A-25OV. (Dynomotor spqre fuses qre lo'
coted in toP of lhe dYnomoror lid.)
COMMAND TRANSMITTER AND COMMAND DYNAMOTOR FUSES_IOCOTEd
qbove the bomb boy, belween bulkheods Nos' 5 ond 6, in lhe
modulqlor Power unit on lhe slorboqrd side. Vqlues ore 20A
eoch. (Two spqles qre locoled in the fuse cup on the port
side of the modulqtor Power unif.)
COMMAND RECEIVER FUSES-[ocoted in fuse cup behind eqch receiver.
Volue is l0A. (One spirre is locoted next io it')
iOfnpASS

in comp(tss ponel which is on qft side
of composs receiver. Vqlues ore 2A qnd l5A' (One spore is
locoted nexf lo eqch.) AC inverter power hos to be on before
compqss receiver will work. AC power rqdio fuse will be
found on flight deck in copilol's fuse box.

RECEIVER FUSES-[ocoted

VHF FUSES-Locqted on right

wqll of holf deck, behind trqnsmiller-receiver

unit.
MARKER BEACON RECEIVER FUSE-Run
uses composs fuses.

r82

on power from composs receiver;
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"COMP" position of the pilot's remote control

RAlll0 c0tflPAss
$cR-209
This radio equipment enables a pilot to obtain
the following three conditions:
1. Aural reception of non-directional radio
signals using a whip antenna. This condition is
('ANT" position of the pilot's
obtained on the
remote control head,
2. Aural reception of radio signals using a
shielded loop antenna. The loop antenna picks
up considerably less snow and rain static but
the volume is slightly less than that on '(ANT"
position. This condition is obtained on "LOOP"
position of the pilot's remote control head.
3. Aural reception of radio signals using both
the whip and loop antenna with a pointer to
indicate the bearing of the station from the
airplane. This condition is obtained on the

head.

When the radio compass is used as a homing
device, the indications are such that the aircraft will ultimately arrive over the radio station antenna regardless of the probable drift
due to crosswind. However, the flight path will
be a curved linel and coordination with ground
fixes or landing fields along the route will be
either difficult or impossible. Consequently, it
is often expedient to fly a straight-Iine course
by ofisetting the aircraft's heading to compensate for wind drift. To do this, determine the
wind drift, either with a drift sight or by noting
the change in magnetic compass reading over
a period of time, and making allowances for
drift.
The radio compass operates on AC power and
wiil not work if there is inverter failure.

How

lo Opercle the Rodio Composs

To assume control at 6ither.pilot's or navigator's station, turn selector switch on radio

Rodio Compeisr
Controls
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compass control

box to type of operation de-

sired and press "CONTROL" button until green

indicator lamp on control box lights. (Adjust
dial lamps with "LIGHTS" control and headset volume with "AUDIO" control.)
Select station frequency with band selector
switch and tuning crank. Move tuning crank
to position producing greatest clockwise indication of tuning meter.
Note: Provision is made for reception of CW
signals. Control of this feature is provided by
the "CW-VOICE" switch on the panel of the
radio compass receiver, located over the rear
bomt bay.
1-. To operate as a receiver only, using the
vertical sense antenna:
a. Set selector switch on "ANT."
b. Push "CONTROL" button if indicator
lamp does not indicate position control.
c. Set band selector switch to desired band
and tune in desired stations by means of
tuning crank, makirig final adjustment by
referring to tuning meter.
d. Regulate headset volume by adjusting
"AIJDIO" control.
Note: If reception on "ANT" is noisy, operate
on shielded loop antenna. Precipitation static
existing in air-mass fronts at difierent temperatures can sometimes be avoided by crossing
the front at right angles, and then proceeding
on the desired course, instead of flying along
the air-mass front.
e. Tb turn ofi radio compass, turn selector
switch on radio compass control box to
*oFF.rt
2. To operate as a receiver only, utilizing
the shielding provision of the loop antenna to
reduce precipitation static noises:
a. Set selector switch on "LOOP."
b. Push "CONTROL" button if indicator
lamp does not indicate position control.
c. Tune in desired station.
d. Depress "LOOP L-R" knob, on radio
compass control box and turn it to "Lt' or
"R," rotating loop to obtain maximum signal
strength, as indicated by headset volume.
Release "LOOP L-R" knob and make final
adjustment of loop position at slow speed by
turning the knob to "L" or "R." Changing
t84

will affect signal strength, and necessitate readjustment of loop position.
e. Regulate headset volume with "AUDIO"
knob.
Note: If loop is in null (minimum signal)
position when flying on a radio range course,
the signal may fade in and out, and possibly
be mistaken for a cone of silence. When operating on "LOOP," cone-of-silence indications
from radio range stations employing loop-type
radiators (shown on radio facility chart) are
not reliable. The signal may increase in volume
to a strong surge when directly over the station, instead of indicating a silent zone.
f. To turn ofi radio compass, turn selector
switch on radio compass control box "OFF."
3. To operate as an aural null homing device,
utilizing the directional characteristics of the
loop antenna:
a. Set selector switch on "LOOP."
b. Push "CONTROL" button if indicator
lamp does not indicate position control.
c. Tune in desired (preferably clear channel) station.
d. If loop indicator pointer is not at zero,
depress "LOOP L-R" knob and turn it to
the "L" or the "R" position until the pointer
rests on zero. Final adjustment of loop position can be made at slow speed by releasing
"LOOP L-R" knob and turning it to "L'f or
course

rrR,rt

e. Turn "AIJDIO" control fully clockwise
and head airplane in proper di.rection, based
upon the null indicated in the headset. (The
broadness of the null depends on the strength

of the signal. Strong signals produce very
sharp nulls, sometimes as small as one-tenth

of a degree.) Vary "AIJDIO" control until
the null is of satisfactory width. The tuning
meter may be used as a visual null indicator.
Note: When determining direction of flight
by this method, remember that the airplane
may be flying either directly toward or directly
away from the station. If direction of flight with
regard to this ambiguity is not known and
radio compass won't work on "COMP," a
standard orientation procedure must be executed before flyitrg any great distance along the
null.
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f. To turn ofi radio compass, turn the selector switch on radio compass control box to
"OFF" position.
4. To operate as a homing compass, utilizing
the unidirectional characteristics of the radio
compass when operating with the vertical and
loop antenna:
a. Set selector switch on "COMP."
b. Push "CONTROL" button if the control
indicator lamp does not indicate position
control.
c. Tune in desired station.
d. Apply rudder in direction shown by radio compass indicator until pointer centers
on zero. This indication is unidirectional; as
long as pointer rests on zero, the airplane is
headed toward the transmitting antenna of
the radio station.

The airplane's flight path toward the antenna
may be a curved line unless its direction is ofiset to compensate for wind drift, as determined
by the drift sight or by noting the change in
magnetic compass reading while homing on the

radio eompass,
e. Regulate headset volume by adjusting
"AUDIO" control.
f. Since a pronounced AVC action may be
present when operating the radio compass
on "COMP," aural indications received on
this position should not be used when homing
on a radio range station.
g. To turn ofi radio compass, turn selector

switch on control box to "OFF.t'

IMPORTA ilT
There qre mqny uses of the rodio composs which qre invqluqble to the oirplone
commonder. An excellent description of its uses will be found in T. O. 3O-IOOB-1,
Instrument Flying Advonced Wirh Rcdio Aids.

MARKER BEACO]I
RECEIYER
The marker beacon receiver. picks up 75 Mc
signals used in radio navigation and landings
and reproduces them visually through a light
on the instrument panel. When the airplane is
over a keyed transmitter, such as a CAA
marker, or certain types of Army transmitters,
the indicator lamp on the panel flashes the
identifying signal of the transmitter. The receiver unit is installed in the bomb bay.
The receiver operates automatically on power
drawn from the radio compass; hence, for
marker beacon reception, your radio compass
rnust be on and operating.
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WHAT YOU tOSE WHElI YOU IOSE AN E]IGIlIE
No. I Deod-You lose generolor ond

Yqcuum

pump which offecls oll gyro inslrumenls ond de-

No. 3 Deod-You lose generolor, heolers for
bombordier, novigolor ond rqdio operotor ond

icer bools. Switch vocuum fo No. 2 lo reslore
suclion for gyros ond for de-icer boot operolion.

you lose the engine-driven hydroulic pump. This
offecls flops, geor, brqke occumulolors ond bomb
doors.

No. 2 Deod-You lose generofor, heolers (for

No. 4 Deod-You lose generolor offecling eleclricol syslem.

pilot, copilot ond top lurrel gunner) ond vocuum
pump. Switch Yocuum lo No. l.

NOTE: GYROS SPlLt WITHIN 3 TO 5 MINUTES WITHOUT SUCTION.

ElIGIlIE F[ItURE

(l]I TAI(E(lFF

or dangerous instrument indications, don't

be

in a hurry
only when you know you have located the failing engine.
to feather. (See Feathering.) Feather

The value of an engihe-failure procedure is the
fact that it prepares a pilot in advance for emergencies. It gives you a plan of action that will
help you to do the right thing at the right time,
smoothly and efficiently.
Procedure

l-. If there is room enough, the best thing
is to throttle back and stop the take off.
2. lf it is too late to stop (as is usually the
case), use all available mnway to build up flying speed.
3. As long as yaw is less than that of a windmilling propeller, without excessive vibration
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4. Get and keep control with rudder and minimum aileron. Insufficient rudder and too much
aileron will put you in a forward slip and you
187
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will

be unable to gain airspeed or altitude. Use
as much power as you need to clear obstructions, but no more than you can fully control.
When you have good control and a safe altitude,
trim rudder to relieve yaw, level the wings and
center the ball to get maximum flying efifrciency.

Provided airplane was properly trimmed beforehand, you will not need aileron trim.
5. Hold the nose at the minimum angle of
climb necessary to clear obstructions. You want
to gain airspeed as fast as possible.
6. Start the gear up as soon as you are safely
clear of the ground. Hold your minimum angle
of climb until the gear is up and gear handle has
kicked out.
7. When you have airspeed of 135 to 140 mph
raise the flaps in two to three stages to 5" to 9o.
(Airplane has most lift and stability with this
flap setting.) Raise the nose enough to maintain
climb and still build up airspeed.
8. Above all, don't attempt any turns while
climbing. Climb to a safe altitude and airspeed
and get up on the step before starting a turn.
9. Request emergency landing clearance
from the tower, preferably with a pattern that
will permit you to make turns with the live
engines on the inside of the turn. Avoid any
violent maneuvers. Make shallow turns and remember that you'll have a longer radius of turn
because of unbalanced power.
Fqilure of Engine No. I
If No. 1 fails and you are using maximum takeoff power, it will require all available rudder
to hold the airplane straight because of yaw
plus torque. If vacuum selector is on No. 1,

switch to No. 2 so gyro instruments won't spill.
Fqilure of No. 2 Engine
Less rudder will be necessary to hold airplane
straight and to level wings if No. 2 or No. 3
fails. Switch vacuum (if on No. 2) to No. 1.
Foilure of Engine No. 3
You should be able to raise the wheels without

using the auxiliary hydraulic pump if the engine is delivering any power at all or even if it
is windmilling.
If you have feathered the propeller, the enr88

gine-driven hydraulic pump

will not

operate.

Then, have engineer turn on the auxiliary hydraulic pump switch and open the star valve to
get the gear and flaps up. Then turn the start
valve off until needed to get the gear and flaps
down.

on Tokeoff
lo o dog)
Even if 2 engines should fail on the same side
it is usually possible to fly the airplane with a
normal load. The object is the same as in singleengine failure: to keep the ball centered to get
maximum lift. This will take every inch of
avaiiable rudder that pilot and copilot can hold.
One method is to pull war emergency power
with the live inboard and retard the outboard
Second Engine Fqilure
(This shouldn't hoppen

to maximum climbing power. Use all the horsepower you can get and control, but it is no good
to you unless you can hold the airplane in a
maximum-lift attitude, wings level.
Jettison as much load as possible. Proceed
as in a single-engine failure. As soon as you
have gear and flaps up, and a safe airspeed, you

can probably maintain a shallow climb with
less power. Do your climbing straight ahead.
If 2 engines fail on opposite sides, you will
have no serious problem maintaining direction
and can use more balanced power settings.
Caution: Under no condition try to turn back
to the field. If the airplane is sinking too much,
execute a landing straight ahead. Warn the
crew in advance and carry out the procedure
for crash-landing on land as far as time permits.
Remember: Don't slack off on rudder and use

ailerons. You are better ofi with a little less
power and an efficient flying attitude. Wait until after you have gained control to trim. Don't
attempt to get control with trim.
Don't try to turn back to the field.
Use all your strength on rudder and then
use as much power as you can hold. Center the
ball if you want the airplane to fly.
After flaps are at 5o to 9o, never let the airspeed get below 145 mph even if you have to
sacrifice altitude.

Smooth application of controls is vital. Use
gradual, steady pressures. Nurse 'er, brother,
nurse 'er and she'll fly!
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IlI tEUEt FTIGHT

The same principles apply here as in other situ-

ations when an engine is losing power' However, you have more time in which to regain
control of the airplane, your wheels and flaps
are up, and it is seldom necessary to use excessive power for any extended period.
There is nothing critical about an engine failure in the B-24. If you know how to get the
airplane under control, how to use power and
when and when not to feather, you can bring
'em back alive from a long way out. Combat
pilots are doing it all the time. Sincere concentration and a desire to learn in ground school,
on the flight line, and in the air, and thoughtful
study of the airplane and technical orders, will
rapidly prepare you to meet any situation.
Know everything this manual has to tell you
and you'll feel secure in most situations.

POWER SETII]IGS FOR

3.ElIGTlIE CRUTSING

your power with kid gloves to avoid faiiures.
Refer to the 3-Engine Cruise Control Chart
for power settings, airspeed and fuel consumption.

Inboord or Oulboqrd Foilure

For cruising

purposes,

it

makes

little difier-

ence whether an inboard or an outboard engine

fails. An outboard will require a little more
rudder pressure to regain control, especially
if No. 1 fails. Remember, if No. 1 or No. 2 fails,
to switch vacuums at once. You need your
gyro instruments to fly a B-24, especially with
an unbalanced power condition or if you are
on instruments.
Foilure of No. I or No. 2
When De-lcers Are Working
When cruising in icing conditions with de-icers
working, failure of No. 1 or No. 2 cuts ofi half
of the pressure to de-icers. When you switch
vacuum to the live engine, there is full pressure for inflating de-icers but there is no vacuum for deflation and you have to depend on
external air pressure for deflating boots. You
can divert all the suction to deflating by switching vacuum to the dead engine for 30 seconds

periodically and then back to the live engine
to maintain proper suction for gyro instruments. You'll only need to do this under severe
icing conditions. It takes 45 seconds for the
complete cycle of inflation and deflation of de-'
icer boots.

Normally, with one engine dead, maximum
cruise power settings will easily maintain level
flight. When the engine first fails, you may
want to use maximum climbing power and, in
combat, danger from the enemy or maintaining
position in formation wiII govern your actions.
But don't pour the power on unreasonably.
Second and third engine failures too often are
induced by using power improperly. Handle
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Fqilure of

2

Engines

in Flighr

If 2 engines fail, it is possible to fly the airplane
in all gentle maneuvers within engine power
limits. Normally, "AUTO-RICH," 2300 rpm and
34" manifold pressure will suffice. Don't forget
the sequence for increasing power.
Based on 50,000-lb. weight, 5000 feet density
altitude and 1200 gallons of fuel available, this
power setting will maintain level flight at 152
r89
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mph indicated (164 true airspeed), and will
give a maximum range of 970 miles with no
wind. Under the same conditions except cruising at 10,000 feet your airspeed would be 143
mph indicated, 167 mph true airspeed, and
range would increase to 1030 miles. You could
not maintain altitude at 15,000 feet with 2 engines dead, and would want to descend to
10,000 feet.

If 2 engines are out on one side, you may
have to increase power with a resultant sacrifice in range. In this case, your immediate
problem will be to regain directional control
and keep the dead-engine wing from dropping
below leve1flight. This will call for all possible
rudder pressure and maximum smoothness in
flying. Get control, center the ball, hold and
trim. If you can't trim out all the yaw, slightly
increase rpm and power on the live inboard
and decrease power and rpm on the live outboard to assist in trimming. You will still have
to hold some rudder. Remember that you probably can't maintain altitude with both landing
gear and flaps down. (See 2-Engine Landing.)
Caution: If you continue to lose altitude
with 2 engines dead there are several choices.
First try 5" to 9o of flaps. This will usually reduce descent 200 to 300 feet a minute. Then
jettison all. possible cargo. You should be able
to maintain altitude with 5' to 9o of flaps and
145 mph. If still losing altitude at 2000 feet
above the terrain, bail out the crew.
Conceoled Engine Foilure

During cruising flight it is not always apparent
that an engine is failing. Yaw may be slight
if the guilty engine is an inboard and if the
turbo-supercharger is not operating. A windmilling propeller can maintain engine readings
on the tachometer, oil pressure, and manifold
pressure diais within operating limits, concealing the failure.
Assume throttles are open, turbo-superchargers are operating and an engine fails.
Manifold pressure for that engine will immediately drop to approximately atmospheric pressure for the altitude which you are flying. However, if turbo-superchargers are not engaged,
manifold pressure would show no substantial
drop when an engine fails.
r90

Fuel pressure will remain normal in a regularly functioning fuel system. Low temperature
readings of cylinder-head temperature and oil
temperature gages may be the only symptoms
of such a failure. Cylinder-head temperatures
are the first to react and should be closely observed. If you are inexplicably losing airspeed
and or altitude, you may be experiencing such
a failure.
On automatic pilot, controls will suddenly get
busy and tend to cross, and airspeed will fall
ofi, in addition to engine indications.
Turns With Deod Engines
Warning: Never attempt turns unnecessarily
while climbing with one or more engines dead.
1. Be sure the airplane is under control and
trimmed, and, if necessary, power balanced.
Then, with one engine dead, or an engine dead
on each side, even though one is an outboard
and the other an inboard, you won't have
trouble controlling the airplane in the turn if
you keep banks shallow and maintain airspeed.
2. Plan ahead so you have a world of room
in which to make the turn and so you will turn
into the live engines.
3. Use shallow banks, not to exceed standard
rate one-needle-width turns.
4. Use smooth but strong application of rudder. The airplane will resist the turn because
you are turning against power and will require
a larger radius in which to complete the turn.
5. Use a minimum of aileron to effect the
turn. Excessive use of ailerons creates excessive
drag, and can produce an aiieron stall without
warning. A violent aileron stall can turn the
airplane on its back.
A Turn Into o Deod Engine
Normally it is not necessary to make a turn into
a dead engine. About the only case would be
if an engine failed on the side toward the field
on the base leg. If that should happen, it would
probably be better to turn into the dead engine
to line up on final approach than to turn
through 270" inthe opposite direction. You can
make a shallow turn into a dead engine safely,
provided the airplane is flown in a coordinated
manner (center the ball). Remember not to
allow the nose to get up, and maintain 145 mph
with 5o to 9o of flaps.
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IlI TRAFFIC
It is one thing to approach traffic with altitude
to spare, dead engine feathered, gear up and
time to plan. It is a somewhat difierent problem
to be flying in traffic and have an engine fail.
Assume that you have just started on the down-

wind leg, wheels down, and have started the
checklist and an engine fails-then what?
Your first step is to get complete control of
the airplane, increasing power if needed, mixtures to "AUTO-RICH," props to 2550, power
to give full control. If there is violent vibration,
feather as soon as you can be sure which engine
is at fault. At the earliest possible moment
notify the tower to clear traffi.c-you dor{t want

to have to go around if it can be avoided.
Immediately order gear up to reduce drag. If
No. 3 has failed, have the engineer switch on
the auxiliary hydraulic pump and open the
star valve to bring the gear up. Gear will come
up in 30 to 40 seconds. After gear is up and
flaps are at 5o to 9o, turn ofi the switch but
leave the star valve open ready to bring the
gear and flaps down when you again start pump
on final approach. Now complete the checklist.
From there on, use the same procedure as in
other dead-engine landings, keeping your base
leg close in and lowering gear on final approach
when you know you can make the field, lowering flaps when the gear handle has kicked out,
etc. (Gear will come down and lock in approximately 25 seconds.)
If the failure occurs close enough to the field
so that your position and altitude permit a normal landing, don't raise the gear. Use enough
power to bring you safely into final approach.

tllilililG WITH 0]lE 0R tttoRE
ElrGlllE$

DEAD

Pilots with average ability can safely land the
B-24 with one or 2 engines dead if they plan
ahead properly and follow correct procedures.
Approoching Troffic
It is most important that you notify the tower
well in advance that you have a dead engine
and want to make an emergency landing. Request a traffi.c pattern which will keep the dead
engine high on all turns. The tower should get
other ships out of the pattern and give you the
right of way.

for 3-Engine londing
1. Approach traffic and fly the traffic pattern
500 feet higher than normal at an airspeed of

Procedure

150 mph.

2. Otherwise place and fly the downwind leg
in the normal manner, except keep the gear up
until final approach. On the downwind leg comRESTRICTED

plete other items of the checklist as usual, including 5o to 9o of flaps to stabilize and improve
the lift characteristics of the airplane.
3. Shorten the distance you fly out on the
last part of the downwind leg in order to keep
your base leg in closer so that there will be less
danger of undershooting on final approach.
4. Start your turn substantially earlier,, because against power the rqdius of turn will be
greater. Don't get the nose up and do maintain
airspeed in the turn at 150 mph if you have to
lose a little altitude to do so.
5. Again start your turn earlier than usual
from base 1eg into final approach. ff necessary,
retard the throttle slightly on the outboard
nearest the field to help turn. Start the finalapproach checklist in the turn. Procedure is the
same as usual except for gear and flaps.
6. Roll out of the turn with rudder and line
up for ffnal approach. Judge your distance carefully and be sure you can make the field before
ordering the gear down. Maintain 140 mph until
gear is down and locked. Engineer won't be

l9t
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able to check the main gear locked because you

have 5o to 9o of flaps, but he can and must
check the nose gear.

7. As soon as the gear handle kicks out (and
not before) and when you are sure you can
make the field, call for fuil flaps. This noticeably
increases lift and tends to lengthen your glide,
so as flaps come down, reduce airspeed to 125
mph by reducing power. It is a good idea to use
5 to 10 mph higher airspeed than this on final
approach if the length of runway permits.
8. As airspeed drops and you reduce power,
re-trim to normal tab settings because you no
longer have an unbalanced power condition.
9. From then on it is a normal landing. Keep
on enough power to control your rate of descent.
Power reduction on final approach will vary depending upon which engine is out. With a dead
outboard, you would throttle back the active
outboard (as flaps come down) to about 12"
manifold pressure to give a normal tab setting.
Keep sink to a minimum with the inboard engines. Once you have a high rate of sink, it is
hard to stop because of inertia. With a dead
inboard, reduce the active inboard first and
land with the outboards. As you make contact,
close the 3 throttles together. Note: If No. 3
engine is dead, have the engineer switch on the
auxiliary hydraulic pump and open the star

valve when you want to bring flaps and gear
down. After they are down on final approach
have the star valve closed, but leave the switch
on so the auxiliary hydraulic pump will charge
accumulators.

lcnding With 2 Engines Deod
In general the procedure is identical with that
of a 3-engine landing with these exceptions:
1. Approach and fly traffic 1000 feet higher
than normal.
2. Maintain a slight descent throughout the
pattern to maintain airspeed, and fly turns with
the greatest care to lose minimum amount of
altitude. Don't let the airspeed drop below 145
mph with 5o to 9" of flaps.
3. You should enter the turn on final approach about 500 feet higher than normal.
One engine dead on each side: Power can be
easily balanced even though one is an outboard
and the other an inboard.
Two engines dead on the same side: This is
your most unbalanced power condition. Except
more difficult turns in which it may be necessary to reduce power on the active outboard.
On fi.nal approach gradually reduce power first
on the active outboard and re-trim; control rate
of descent with the inboard engine.
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3-ENGTlIE GO.AROUTID
This won't happen to you if you have been living a good clean life. You are on final approach
with a dead engine, gear down, full flaps down .
and gliding at 125 mph when the tower orders
you to go around. The sequence of operations
is most important.
Procedure

1. Lead with balanced power. If an inboard is
dead, lead with the outboard throttles. If an
outboard is dead, lead with the inboards and

follow gradually with the unbalancing throttle
to avoid getting power on that you can't hold
with rudders until your speed increases.
2. As always with a dead engine, the important things are a shallow climb and level wings
to gain airspeed as rapidly as possible.
3. Get at least 125 mph before you call for
flaps to 20". As the flaps come up, slightly increase the angle of attack enough to avoid sink.

Airspeed should immediately build up to 135
to 1,40 mph.
4. Important; Here's where sequence is important. Raise the flaps ahead of the gear, because it takes 30 seconds for the gear to come
up and during that time you would have the
drag of full flaps. When you have brought the
flap handle to neutral, order the gear up.
5. With this procedure, you should have no
trouble controlling enough power to gain adequate airspeed for climbing. As soon as you
have l-35 to 140 mph and a safe altitude raise
flaps to 5o to 9o and keep this setting for maximum flying efficiency.

If you are about to overshoot on final approach, don't dissipate altitude with a nose-high
attitude. Reduce power and dive. This requires
good technique, and you must start your flareout slightly higher than normal.

AG P(IITER (lR IlIUERTER FAITURE
If you feel that instruments are indicating with
an uncanny steadiness, don't reach for a
feathering button. There is probably inverter
or AC power failure. Inverters change direct
current from the batteries to alternating current to operate autosyn instruments and other
units. There may be a fuse blown, inverter
trouble, or an inverter fuse blown. You know
there is nothing radically wrong with the airplane because there is no yaw, no vibration,
and you are maintaining your airspeed, so don't
feather. It is very unlikely that all 4 engines
will fail at once. Cylinder-head and oil temperatures are still indicating normally.
Test for Inverter Failure: Turn the booster
pumps on or ofi and observe the action of the
fuel pressure gage. A variation in pressure indicates that the inverters are functioning. An alternative check is to watch the operation of the
remote-indicating compass or the radio compass.
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or lnverler Fqilure
1. Autosyn instruments (electrically operated) will tend to stay put or creep slowly
down. On many airplanes this includes the
tachometers, manifold pressure gages, fuel
pressure gages and oil pressure gages. HowEffect of AC Power

ever, instruments controlled by AC power may

vary on later models.
2. Other instruments will continue to register
normally.
3. Radio compass will fail to function since it
is on AC power:
4. At night:
a. Magnetic compass lights will go out.
b. Tube-type fluorescents will go out.
5. A-5 automatic pilot will cease to function.
6. Electronic supercharger, if so equipped,
will lock waste gates in the position they are in
when inverter fails. This gives no cause for
immediate alarm but must be considered in
changes of altitude and power settings.
193
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[onding

Switch to the other inverter; if this fails, check
all fuses concerned. These measures will usually restore your AC power. That's why you
have extra fuses and 2 inverters but normally
use only one-so that you'Il have a spare inverter if needed.
Warning: If you have had inverter failure
with an electronic supercharger control, keep
your hand on the throttles when you switch inverters and control any manifold pressure fluctuations for at least 2 minutes to allow the amplifier to warm up. If circumstances permit,
reduce power during this Period'

You can make a normal landing without difficulty if AC power fails. Judge power settings
by eye, ear, and flight instruments.

Aulomolic Chonge-over
On some late series aircraft an automatic
change-over relay switches to the spare inverter if the main one fails. A red light on the
instrument panel flashes on to warn you that
the main inverter is dead. The relay will not
switch from spare to main, so always operate
on the main inverter,
Flighr Procedures in Cose of Complete Foilure
The most important thing is to keep your head:
l-. Don't feather. Don't change power. Keep
the airplane flying straight and level!
2. Fly the airplane by means of the altimeter,
flight indicator, rate-of-climb indicator and
your airspeed indicator.
3. You know the power setting you were
using. Mark the throttle quadrant so you won't
be tempted to shove on excessive power. Remember your airspeed indicator (itt lev'el
flight) is a direct guide to the power you are
getting.
4. If necessary to descend from high altitude,
reduce power, and establish a nominal rate of
descent. When you level off, judge increase in
power by airspeed and re-establish power to
give you the same indicated airspeed as higher
up.

5. In case of a descent when equipped with
electronic supercharger' your power reduction
will have to be made entirely with throttles.
6. It is a good idea to land at the nearest suitable airfield.
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PR(lPETTERS
The most important fact to keep in mind about

a runaway propeller is not to feather it until
you have tried out the 2 procedures which
should give you control of it. Drill these procedures into your copilot so he will understand
his part in controlling a runaway propeller'
It is seldom that a propeller runs away in a
B-24. When it does happen, it is usually on takeofi, and it is imperative to know what is happening and how to regain control. A first step

in knowing what to do is understanding normal
operation of the propeller. You have two controls over its performance: "INCREASE"-"DECREASE" toggle switches on the pedestal, and
fast-feathering buttons above the compass at
the top of the windshield. Prop governor lights
operate when the governors reach their limit
of travel in either direction. For normal operation, you select the most desirable rpm by holding the toggle switch toward "INCREASE" or
"DECREASE." A governor unit maintains the
selected engine speed during all subsequent
flight conditions, limited only by the angle of
'blade rotation possible, which is determined by
pre-set governor limits. Automatic control of
engine speed is obtained through the propeller
by varying the blade angle to maintain a constant load on the engine: e.g., reducing the blade
angle when the load increases, as in a climb.
Whol Cquses o Propeller to Run AwoY
When a propeller runs away' it sir:ply -".it
that the propeller governors fail to hold the
propeller at its constant rpm setting. Thus, before takeofi when engines are idling, propeller
is in low pitch (small bite), high rpm. Sudden
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and fast application of power may cause a propeller to exceed the governor limit speed before the governor has a chance to take hold and
increase the pitch. Governor cannot regain control until you throttle back and give it a chance.
This is usually the case with a runaway propeller. Ilowever, if you have complete governor
failure, you may not be able to regain control
with throttle alone and will have to use the
feathering button intermittently as described
in the procedures that are given.
Preventive Action
The best way to cope with a runaway propeller
is not ts get one. Carefully observe tachometer

reactions during run-up. Don't jam power on
during takeofi. Apply it sraoothly. If rpm starts
to get out of bounds on an engine during first
part of run, don't take ofi if you have room left
in which to stop.

1. Be sure throttle is reduced.
2. Copilot (at pilot's direction) pushes the
feathering button in, holds onto it and watches
rpm. Be sure to get the right one or you'll be
short 2 engines. Take your time!
3. As the propeller decreases the rpm, increase the throttle to obtain climbing manifold
pressure and rprn of 2500.
4. When you reach 2500 rpm, forcibly pull
the feathering button out. This will keep rpm
from going lower. If governor doesn't take controt 6f rpm, it will immediately start baek up.
5. When propeller reaches 2700 rpm, push
feathering button in again and repeat the procedure to keep rpm between 2500 and 2700 and
to maintain desired manifold pressure. Continue this until you have reached an altitude
wfrere you can safely feather the propeller.

How to Regoin Control

Always try this first, during takeofi and in
flight. It may give you immediate control of the
propeller so you can obtain a normal rpm
setting.
First Procedure:
1. Reduce the throttle. This is the first thing
necessary to slow the propeller down.
2. Work the toggle switch to decrease rpm.
This should slow the propeller down.
3. If this works, reset your throttle, keeping
close track of rpm. If it fails, then resort to the
second procedure given here.
Second Procedure:
This procedure is recommended for heavily
loaded airplanes because it gets more power
from the engine.
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Don'l be in o hurry to feqlher. lf either
of these procedures is keeping the pro-

peffer befow 27OO rpm, you qre get-

ting some power from the engine possibly os much os l57o wirh the
throttfe reduced ond up lo 55 or

7Oo/o

if the second procedure is working.
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FEATHERIlIG
Feathering has a fatal fascination for some
pilots. Say "Boo" and their fi.ngers fly to the
feathering buttons.
No emergency is urgent enough to justify
feathering the wrong engine. Then you are
short 2 engines. Remember, it is easier to throw
power away than to get it back.
If there are indications of engine failure you
are faced with 3 questions:
1. Which engine is failing?
2. What's wrong with it?
3. Does the failure call for feathering?
The answers to these questions are nearly
always with you in the airplane. You can find
them if you have learned how to read the
signs: Yaw, vibration, increasing or decreasing
temperatures and pressures, excessive rpm,
manifold pressure, etc. Some of the questions
and answers are given in this section.

Feathering has several important advantages:
1. Minimizes damage to engine if failure is
caused by an engine part.

3. Improves flight performance of airplane
(if engine is dead) by eliminating the drag of
the windmilling propeller.
Feathering has equally important disadvantages:

1. Danger

of feathering wrong propeller,

caused by featheritis. Pilots have been known
to feather 4 propellers. If you are that confused,
you might better use your time for bailing out.

2. Ilnnecessary loss of power from feathering when a reduction of power and proper procedures might have solved the problemor given
at least partial power.
Knowing When to Feather Is Fully as Important as Knowing How to Feather.
Emergency Feoihering Checklist

1. Throttle back
2. Feather
3. Mixture and fuel booster pump ofi
4. Apply power on live engines
5. Gear up
6. Trim ship
7. Cowl flaps closed
8. Ignition ofi
9. Generator oft
10. Fuel valve ofi
In Case No. 1 or No. 2 Engine Fails
Both:
Check vacuum
Radio compass on (for direction aid by
homing)
Autopilot tell-tale lights
Unfeothering

2. Eliminates vibration.
r96

1. Fuel valve on
2. Ignition on
3. Prop low rpm
4. Throttle cracked
5. Supercharger oft (oil regulated supercharger only)
6. Unfeather
7. Mixture "AUTO-RICIf," booster pump ofi
8. Warm up engine
9. Generator on
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ATP1TFIED ETERGE]ICY
FEATHERTNG
CH ECKlIST
1. Throttle back. This procedure helps eliminate the possibility of feathering the wrong
propeller. If you throttle back the wrong engine, you will increase yaw on the dead

5. Gear Up. If the landing gear is extended,
copilot retracts it.

engine side.

2. Feather. Upon determining which engine
is defective, pilot presses feathering button in
and removes hand. Button should kiek out
when propeller feathers. If not, propeller will
unfeather. In this case, press button again and
pull it out when the propeller stops in the

6. Trim Ship. Accomplished by pilot.

feathered position.

7. Cowl Flaps Closed. Copilot closes the cowl
flaps on the dead engine to decrease the drag
and opens the cowl flaps on the live engines to
the trail position if cylinder-head temperatures
are high.

3. Mixture and Fuel Booster Pump. Copilot
moves mixture control to "IDLE CI-]:I-OFF"
and switches fuel booster pump ofi. This is
necessary at times to stop the engine.

8. Ignition Ofr. Copilot cuts ignition switch
for dead engine.

9. Generator Ofr. Engineer switches ofi generator on dead engine.
4. Application of Power. Copilot adjusts mix-

ture controls on other engines and

increases

rpm. Pilot increases manifold pressure. Actions
of pilot and copilot are approximately simultaneous, but the increase of mixtures and rpm
should always precede the increase in manifold
pressure.
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10. Fuel Valve Off. Engineer turns ofi main
fuel valve of dead engine.
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3. Prop Low rpm. Copilot checks to see that
propeller is in full low rpm position.
ln Cqse No. I or No. 2 Engine Ftrils, or Bolh:
Vacuum: Pilot checks vacuum if No. 1or No.
2 engines are stopped. Engineer changes
vacuum selector position if necessary.
Radio Compass: Copilot tunes in radio compass to nearest station so that if both No. 1 and
No. 2 engines are stopped, pilot may fly instruments by using the radio compass as a turn indicator and to maintain direction by homing
from one station to another. Level flight may
be maintained by reference to the ball-bank
indicator for lateral attitude, and by reference
to airspeed, rate of climb and altimeter for
longitudinal attitude.
Automatic Pilot Tell-Tale Lights: If both No.
I and No. 2 engineS are stopped, there will be
no suction for operation of the gyro instruments. Since the autopilot is equipped with
electric gyros, tlre pilot can turn it on, trim ship
and refer to the .tell-ta1e lights to maintain
level-flight attitude. Using this procedure, the
autopilot clutches should not be engaged. This
can only be done with the C-1 automatic pilot.

4. Throttle Cracked. Pilot cracks throttle.

5. Supercharger Ofr. Pilot checks to see that
supercLarger control is in ofi position (with oil
regulated supercharger onlY).

6. Unfeather. Pilot holds feathering button in
800 rpm is indicated and then releases it.

UNFEATH ERING

until

1. Fuel Valve 0n. Engineer turns on main
fuel valve.

2. Ignition On. Copilot turns
switch.
198

on ignition

?. Mixture Auto-rich. Copilot puts mixture
control irn "AUTO-RICH," booster pump ofi.
8. Warm Up Engine. Warm up engine at 20"
manifold pressure in "AUTO-LEAN." Increase
power gradually as cylinder-head temperature
rises.
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9. Generator On. When power is increased
engine warms up generator is turned on.
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Afler Feothering
Once an engine is feathered there is always
danger of the failure of the remaining 3 engines. Reports of B-24 accidents prove this
point. Reason: Subsequent failures are caused
by pouring on the coal to the remaining engines without regard for proper power settings,
bringing on detonation and a complete loss of
power.

Be careful \Mith that boost. Pilots who are
perfectly aware of the danger of a heavy hand
on the throttles make this mistake. If you have
it to spare, sacrifice some dltitude to get the airplane flying. Steady flying is imperative for 2
and 3-engine operation. If necessar5r, throw
some things overboard. Don't burn up the engines with excessive power.
Feothering Trouble

1. If You Feather the Wrong Prop: You can
stop the propeller' from feathering if rpm is
not below 1,000 by pulling out the feathering
button. But at less than 1000 rpm, feathering
must be eomplete before unfeathering starts.
2. If Propeller Fethering Buttons Do Not
IMork: Hold the circuit breaker button down
(not more than 90 seconds) while operating the
feathering button. Circuit breaker buttons are
red buttons on top of pedestal.
3. If Propellers Feather and Unfeather Without Stopping: Wait until propeller is in feathered position and pull out the feathering button.
4. If You Have Lost All the Oil and Can't
Feather: Put propeller control in low rpm to
reduce windmilling drag as much as possible.
Engine oil systems provide oil for operation
of the propeller feathering system. On early
airplanes, the feathering pump draws its oil
supply from the "oil-in" line to the engine. On
later planes, the feathering pump draws its oil
supply from the sump at bottom of the oil tank.
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1. Q. What

is the general rule

regarding

feathering?

A. An engine losing power should not be
feathered as long as yaw is less than that of a

windmilling propeller, if there is not excessive
vibration and as long as instrument readings
are within reasonable limits. Reason: because
the power you are getting from the engine more
than offsets the reduction in drag obtained
from feathering. Remember that engine failure
causes a loss of manifold pressure only if turbosuperchargers are engaged.

2. Q. Would you feather the prop of an engine
that was violently vibrating?
A. Yes, if it continued to vibrate after reducing throttle, because violent vibration can cause
the engine to go to pieces or cause wing struc-

tural failure.
3. Q. How can you tell you have a

useless

windmillirig propeller and which engine is causing the trouble?
A. First by yaw. The airplane will yaw in
the direction of the dead engine, so you know
which side it is on. Then a close scrutiny of instrument readings will tell you by excessively
high or low readings which engine is at fault,
particularly by low cylinder-head temperature.
4. Q. Would you feather the prop of an engine
that showed decreasing oil pressure?
A. Yes, if oil pressure falls below 30 lb.
There may be a broken oil line and you want to
get the propeller feathered before all the oil
runs out. At least one gallon of oil is required
in the feathering operation.
5. Q. If there is violent vibration, how can you
tell which engine is at fault?
A. First by visually checking to see which
engine is vibrating. Then by checking cylinderhead temperature, which would probably be
excessively high, and by checking rpm for
fluctuation.
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